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ABSTRACT 
If @ is a finitedimensional associative k-algebra with unit, then its rank R(a), i.e. 
its bilinear complexity, is never less than 2dim & -#%(a). & is said to be of 
minimal rank if R(a) = 2dim & - # ?JlL( a). In this paper we determine for infinite 
perfect fields k all commutative k-algebras of minimal rank. Roughly speaking, these 
algebras are built up from simply generated structures which annihilate each other. 
Furthermore, we indicate how this result can be used to obtain new lower bounds for 
the rank of specific commutative algebras. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let @ be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field k. We shall always 
assume that @ is associative and has a unit element. Let &* be the dual of the 
k-vector-space 6% A (commutative, or quadratic) algorithm of length R for the 
multiplication in 62 is a SR-tuple (u,, vl, u)i.. . . ,uR, vR, to,), where up, vp E 
(@~~)*andw,~~(p=l,...,R),suchthatforallx,y~@ 
XY = 5 up(r, Y)Vp(% Y)Wp. 
p=l 
The minimal R possible in such a representation is called the complexity 
L(a) of @. L(g) is th e number of essential multiplications needed for the 
computation of xy from x and y. 
In this paper we use a somewhat coarser but more feasible computational 
model: we shall consider only those algorithms for which the up’s and vp’s 
have the special form (* ,O) and (0, a) respectively. This means that we look at 
the up’s and vp’s as elements of @*, and we have 
XY = ; ~,(+,(Y>~, forall x,yE@. 
p=l 
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This representation of the multiplication in & is equivalent to a representation 
ofthetensort~E&*@@*@@of&as 
R 
tQ,= c up@vp@wp, 
p=l 
i.e. as a sum of R “triads” from @* c?J@* @& (cf. [7]). 
The minimal R possible in such a representation is called the rank of t@, or 
the rank of @ for short, and denoted by Ii(@). Obviously, we have R(6!?) > 
I(&!), and it can be easily seen that R(e)< 2L(&). In [l], A. Alder and V. 
Strassen proved a general lower bound for the complexity of algebras, which 
shows a fundamental link between complexity and structure of algebras: 
L(&) > 2dim@ -#X(e), 
where 9lL( @) denotes the set of twosided maximal ideals of & and # $X_(Q) 
the cardinality of X(8). 
Of course, 2dim@ - # 9lL(@) is also a lower bound for the rank of @. 
Now it is quite natural to ask for which algebras this lower bound is exact, i.e. 
which are the algebras @ that satisfy 
R(@)=Zdim@-#9R(@). 
An algebra with this property is said to have minimal rank. The study of 
algebras of minimal rank started in [6], where it was shown that a division 
algebra of minimal rank is necessarily a simple field extension of the ground 
field k. (This result holds also for the complexity, because all quadratic 
algorithms of length 2 dim @ - 1 for the multiplication in a division algebra @ 
are bilinear [4].) 
In this paper we pursue the study of algebras of minimal rank: we obtain a 
complete classification of commutative algebras of minimal rank. For this we 
make use of the fundamental algebraic fact that every commutative (finite- 
dimensional) algebra @ is a finite direct product of local algebras @i,. . . , es: 
&=@lx .*. x es. (A commutative algebra is called local if it has exactly one 
maximal ideal. This maximal ideal is the set of nonunits of the algebra, and 
every nonunit is nilpotent.) This fact is very familiar in the special case 
@ = kLWtr,: 
where f=pTl. ... . p: is the prime-factor decomposition of the polynomial 
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f E k[ X]. The above representation of k[ Xl/,,, is usually derived from the 
“Chinese remainder theorem.” 
In Section I we show that for an infinite field k a commutative k-algebra 4? 
is of minimal rank if and only if all of its local bricks 62 l,. . . , fZs are. Hence it 
suffices to study local algebras of minimal rank. 
The aim of the first section however is to prove a much stronger result: we 
show that if & is a commutative algebra over an infinite field and 62 = @i 
X . . . X es its decomposition into local algebras, then every optimal bilinear 
algorithm for the multiplication in @ splits into optimal algorithms for the 
multiplications in @ i, . . . , Cts respectively. 
Section II contains a characterization of local algebras of minimal rank. In 
order to get an impression of the diversity of structures which have to be 
recognized as special cases of the same class of algebras, we consider the 
following two examples of local algebras of minimal rank: 
(a) @: = k[-Wcp+ where p E k[ X] is an irreducible polynomial. & is a 
local algebra whose maximal ideal is generated by p. 
(b) &: = 9Z(e i, . . . ,e,), the null algebra of dimension r + 1 over k. 
We r,...,e,)isthelinearspanof(l,e i, . . . , e,}, where 1 is the unit element of 
x(e ,,...,e,), and the multiplication of the e,‘s is defined by eiej= 0 for all 
i, j E (1,. . . , r}. The maximal ideal of 6? is the linear span of {e,, . . . , e,}. 
We shall show that the general case of a local algebra of minimal rank is, 
intuitively speaking, a mixture of the two extreme situations described above. 
To be more precise, we shall show the following: Let k be an infinite perfect 
field and & a local k-algebra with maximal ideal m and residue class field 
K: = @/trt. 
(i) If dim, K = 1, then & is of minimal rank if and only if there are 
wi ,..., ~~~msuchthatq~.=Oforalli*jandm=(wr)+ ... +(~~),i.e., 
m is the sum of pairwise art x ogonul principal ideals. 
(ii) If dim, K > 1, then @ is of minimal rank if and only if 4? is simply 
generated over K. An equivalent formulation of this property is that there is 
an irreducible polynomial p E k[X] and an I E N such that 4? z k[X]/cpij, i.e. 
that we are in the situation of example (a). 
In Section 3 we combine the results of the first two sections in order to get 
a characterization of general commutative algebras of minimal rank: 
THEOREM. Let k be an infinite perfect field. A k-algebra @ is of minimal 
rank if and only if 
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where f E k[X] is a polynomial having no zero in k, and 31 is an algebra of 
minimal rank whose radical rad $8 is the sum of pairwise orthogonal principal 
ideals and 
The subalgebras k[X]/cn and $3 are uniquely determined by @ up to 
&mwrphy. 
Moreover, we indicate some applications of these results to algebraic 
complexity theory. 
I. SPLITTING OF ALGORITHM VARIETIES AND THE 
REDUCTION TO THE LOCAL CASE 
Let k be an infinite field, U,, , V,, W, finite-dimensional k-vector spaces, and 
ip,: IJ, x V, + W, bilinear mappings (a = 1,. . . ,s). Then one can define a 
bilinear mapping 
@(b l,...J,),(Y,,...~ y,)): = (~,(~,1Y,),...~~~,(x,,Y,)); 
@ is called the direct product of the bilinear mappings @i,. . . ,Qs. Let 
R : = R(a) be the rank of a’, and %,(a) the variety of all optimal (bilinear) 
algorithms for the computation of a, or the algorithm variety of @, for short 
(cf. [51)* 
DEFINITION I. 1. %?(cP) is said to split if for every (u,, vi, wi,..., 
ue, vR, wn) E %,(a) and p Q 23, we have 
An equivalent definition, using coordinates, can be found in [9]. 
The splitting of g,(Q) means that every optimal algorithm for Q, com- 
putes ip,, . . . , as separately. 
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It is commonly conjectured that algorithm varieties of direct products of 
bilinear mappings always split. An immediate consequence of the splitting 
property is that 
R(Q)= 2 R(iP,). 
o=l 
This is Strassen’s conjecture [7]. 
Now let @be a commutative k-algebra, finite-dimensional, associative, and 
with unit element as usual. @ is said to be a local algebra if @ has exactly one 
maximal ideal, usually denoted by tn. One of the important properties of local 
algebras is that they are the fundamental bricks of commutative algebras: 
THEOREM (1.2) [2]. Every finitedimensionul commutative algebra @ is 
the direct product of local algebras eI,. . . ,@,: 
@=@,x -.- xq. 
Up to ixmwrphy this decomposition is unique. 
The aim of this section is to show that if @ is a commutative algebra, 
&=&$x mm* X gs its decomposition into local algebras, and if & is of 
minimal rank, then the algorithm variety of @ splits into the algorithm 
varieties of @i,..., CXS. This is an essential generalization of S. Winograd’s 
result [8] that the splitting property holds for simply generated algebras, i.e. 
for algebras of the form k[X]/tr,, f E k[X]. 
In the sequel we shall assume that k is an infinite field, @ a finite 
dimensional commutative algebra, @ = @i X . * . X as its decomposition into 
local algebras, and that @ is of minimal rank. This means that 
R(&)=2dim@-#9R(@)=2dim&-s. 
Let n: = dim&, and (u,, vi, wi ,..., u~~_~, v2n-sr w~“-~) be an optimal Min- 
ear algorithm for &?. This means that 
Zn-s 
*Y = c ~,(4Vp(Y>Wp forall x,yE&, 
p=l 
i.e. that the multiplication operator M,: x * xy can be represented by 
M,= c ~p(“)Vp@Wp (x E cl?). 
p=SZn-.S 
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[A reader who is not familiar with the basic notions of multilinear algebra can 
look at 08 w E @* o & as the rank-one linear mapping y c, u(y)zo.] 
As @ has a unit element 1, the homomorphism x r-) M, is injective, i.e. 
M,*O for all x*0. This implies that lin{u,,...,us,_,}=Q*, for otherwise 
there would be an x * 0 such that ui(x) = . . * = uZn_$(x) = 0 and therefore 
M,=O. 
Hence we may assume without loss of generality that (u,_,+ i, . . . , ugn _ 1} 
is a basis of the vector space &*. Let (xi,. . .,x,,) be the corresponding dual 
basis of &: 
u “-s+v(Xp)=4p (w--4. 
Then for all v < n the multiplication operators M,. have the representation 
In the sequel, we shall prove the splitting property of the algorithm variety of 
@ by discussing the above equations. 
Via the canonical embedding we consider the aO,‘s as subalgebras of & In 
this way each @,, is an ideal of &. Let m, be the maximal ideal of a,,. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. There are s’ Q s, vlr . . . , v,, 6 n, and aI,. . . , a,, E k such 
that x: =Cogsj a,xvO is a unit of 62.. 
Proof. For every o < s we have a vector-space decomposition 
suchthaty,=yS)+g,EE,$m.isaunitof~~,fy~’)#O.ForaE&let[a]. 
denote the acomponent of a, according to the decomposition (2 = @i 
X . . . x h?$ 
IX 1,. . . ,x,} is a basis of @; hence for every u 6 s there exists a v, d n such 
that 
After a suitable renumbering of the x,‘s we may assume that v, = u for 
C7=l ,...,s’. Then 
[xolo= [x,]f)+ [x,1,, where [x,]b”*O, 
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and for arbitrary (Ye,. . . , asI E k we have for ail r < s: 
Hence it suffices to show that there are (Ye,. . . , a,, E k such that for aU r < s 
We consider 
as an s’ X s matrix with entries from @. Then 
F,: = {a~ k”‘l(&), = 0} 
is a subspace of k”‘, and it is to be shown that 
U F, f k”‘. 
7G.s 
Assume that U 7 ~ s F, = k”‘. As # k = M, k”’ is not a finite union of proper 
subspaces of k”‘; hence there is a 70 6 s such that FT, = k”‘. Now all columns of 
r contain at least one element different from zero; hence we have (LX& * 0 
for some (Y E k”‘, hence FT, * k”‘. n 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let x: = C, ~ s, a,x, be a unit of 6’. Then s’= s and 
cu,*OforaZZa=l,...,s. 
Proof We have 
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and as x E & is a unit, M, has rank n. Hence n - s + s’ > n, i.e., s’ >, s, 
(Y1,..*,q*O. W 
Therefore we may scale u,_,+ 1,. . . , uzn_s in such a way that 
is a unit of 62. 
COROLLARY 1.5. {wl ,..., w,,} and {q ,..., v,,} are bases of @ and @* 
respectively. 
Proof. As x = C, 4 ,x, is a unit of @, 
M, = c ~p(x)vp@wp + c t),-,+a@~,-,+, 
p<n--s a&s 
is a nonsingular linear mapping of &. Hence { vl.. . . , II,} and { w 1,. . . , w,} must 
be linearly independent sets. n 
LEMMA 1.6. Let V: ={v~,...,v~_~}‘. Then dimV=s, and for all a<s 
we have 
xOV = kw,_,,,. 
Proof. From Corollary I.5 we know that {v,, . . . ,v,,} is a basis of 6?*. 
Hence dimV = s. 
Let y E V. Then for all u < n 
XaY = MJY) = vn-s+a(Yh-s+o* 
i.e., we have 
xy c kw,_,,,. 
Assume xOV = {0} for some u < s. Then 
v c {VI I ,...,v~--s~q--s+o~ ; 
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hence V is contained in a subspace of dimension n - (n - s + 1) = s - 1, a 
contradiction to dimV = s. 
Therefore xOV= kw,_,+, for all u Q s. n 
PROPOSITION 1.7. For each u < s there is a 5, E &a \ {0} such that 
V=k&@ -a- @kZ,. 
proof Let u G s. For each y E V there is a (Y, E k such that 
X,Y = ff,w,-,+,* 
Hence 
As [x,], is a unit of 6X0, we have 
i.e., y = a,[i + . * * + (Y&, where 
Therefore V G k(,@ - + * @k(,, and a simple dimension argument shows that 
V = k&e . . . @ k(, 
and&,...,&*O. n 
This proposition is the key for proving the splitting property of the 
algorithm variety of @. 
We introduce the following notation: For u =S s let 
x,: = {1c,]Y < n, x,E, f O} 
and 
X0: = {x,]Y < n, x,5, = 0 for all o Q s). 
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REMARK 1.8. 
(i) For all u < s we have x, E X,; 
(ii) x, E X, * [x,1, * 0, 
(iii) x, E X0 e x,V= {O}. 
LEMMA 1.9. The sets Xo,X1,...,Xsfmn a partition of(xl,...,x,}. 
PTOOf. x,nx,=0 (u=l,..., s) by definition. If u * 7 and x, E X, n 
X,, then 
with suitable CY~, (Y, E k \ {O}. Hence w,,_~+ y E @,, n C!$ = 0, contradicting the 
optimality of the algorithm under consideration. n 
COROLLARY 1.10. Zfa,~ Q s, u f 7, and x,E X,, then 
PROPOSITION 1.11. X, c 6?, for u = l,...,s. 
Proof. We have to show: If x, E X, then [x,], = 0 for all u < s, u f r. 
We consider two cases: 
(i) 5, e m,, i.e. 5, is a unit in 6?m. As x, e X,, we have [xy],&, = x,6,, = 0; 
hence [x,],=O. 
(ii) E, E m,. Then 
and therefore w,_,+, E m 0. Moreover 
x, =x,1 = c ~,b,)~pWWp + ~n-s+a(l)Wn-s+o 
p<n--s 
and 
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Now w,-s,, E m, and [x,]~ E m, implies that there is a p, d n - s such that 
bp.lo~ mm and u,.<x~) * 0. 
implies that [y,], E W, \ m,. By definition r,t, = 0, hence [r,], E m,, and 
0 * x,E, = u,_,+,(&)w,_~+~ implies that W~_~+~ E &. Therefore 
and from [x,JO E m,, [w,,], 4 m, we conclude that u,,(x,)= 0, and hence 
[x,1 D = 0. w 
Now we are able to show that the up’s, up’s, and wP’s of OUT optimal 
algorithm are distributed on the @z’s and &,‘s respectively. 
PRoPosITlOrJ 1.12. kW 0 < S let V,: = {u&3 < TX, U&T,) f O}. Then V, c 
W,*, V,isa basisof@~, andthesets V ,,..., V, fnmapartitionof(u, ,..., u,}. 
pnlof. Let u 6 s and a, E &, be arbitrary. For 7 < 8, 7 # 0 we obtain 
according to Proposition 1.11 
O= x,a, = C u,(x,)up(a.)wp + un--S+r(ar)wn-s+7, 
“ark-3 
and the linear independence of { w 1,. . . , w,} shows that 
(9 u,..s+r(a.)=O, 
(ii) U&x,) f 0 * u&a,) = 0 (p G n - s). 
Hence q-,+, f a: (T < S) and VT C a:. As 13: f~ @: = (0) for u * 7, the VO’s 
are obviously disjoint. Let n,: = dim Q,,, . From the representation of .M,. and 
the fact that x, is a unit in &, we conclude that # V, z n,. {v,, . . . , v,} is 
linearly independent; therefore # V0 < n, and the proposition is proved. w 
‘(U,.. ,6, , u,, } means that O, has been omitted. 
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PROPOSITION 1.13. For UQS bt W,: =(w,lp~ n, u,,(x,)*O}. Then 
W, c a,, is a basis of gab, and (W, ,..., W,} is a partition of{wl ,..., w,,}. 
Proof. From the proof of Proposition I.11 we already know that w,_,+ ,, 
ECEe for a=l,..., s. If U&X,)= 0 for alI p Q n - s, then Mxo= v,_,+,@ 
- hence 
:;:;:b) 
dim a0 = 1 because x, E a,, is a unit. In this case W, = 
is a basis of @,,. 
Otherwise fix pa < n - s such that uJx,) * 0. Let yp, E {vi,. . . ,dp,,, . . . , 
%>‘? v,,,(y,,) = 1. Then x,yp, = u,,(z~)w,, E 6& hence wp, E 6?,, because 
UJX,) * 0. The rest of the proof is analogous to that of Proposition 1.12. n 
We are now able to show that also X, c U o G s@o: 
LEMMA 1.14. Let u G s, p E (1,. . . ,n) such that u&x,) z 0, and let 
yp E (v,,...,b,,..., v,}’ with v,,(yP) = 1. Then yp E &. 
Proof. Let r * u, r < s. By Proposition I.12 we have V, n V, = 0 ; hence 
u&x,)= 0 and xTy,, = u,(x,)w, = 0. Therefore [y,], = 0 for alI 7 *CT, i.e., 
Y&l E %* n 
LEMMA 1.15. X, C U ~ G ,@,. 
Proof. Let x, E X, and u < s such that [x,], * 0. First we show that 
there exists a p Q n - s such that u,(x,) * 0 and wp E 6TC \ m,. Otherwise we 
have w,,_,,, E CEO \ m, (cf. Proposition 1.13). Let yE {vr ,..., vn_s}‘, 
v,_,+,(y) = 1. Then X,Y = w,_,+,, and hence y E A, \ m, (cf. Proposition 
1.11). On the other hand we have y E {vi,. ,. ,v~_~)’ = V. Since x, E X,, this 
implies x,y = 0. But then [r,],y = 0, and, since y E CEO \ m,, [x,], = 0, a 
contradiction. 
Nowlet pgn-ssuchthat ~&x,)*0, wpE~~\mm,,andy,E(v,l,..., 
1 
VP,..., n v } * such that v& yp) = 1. According to Lemma 1.14, y,, E en, and 
from xqyp = up( x,)w, we conclude that even yp E @q \ m (r. Now we have 
XyYp = ~,(G)W, + %-,+,(Y&J%-,+,; 
hence for all r * u 
0= [X,Y,17 = ~,(%)[W,l, + %~+“(YJw”-s+rlT 
= o”-,+,(YJ[%,+,l,* 
Therefore v,_,+,(y,)= 0 or [wn--s+v]r = 0. 
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Assume that u,_,+,(y,) = 0. Then 
and, as u,(q)* 0, wp E @a \ m,, we obtain that [x,], E &, 1 m,, a con- 
tradiction to our assumption x, E X,. Hence [x,], * 0 implies w,,_,+, E &,, 
and from &0 n tZT = (0) for CI f 7 we conclude that there is at most one (I d s 
such that [x,] D * 0. n 
COROLLARY 1.16. {xl,...,x,)G U o&,,. 
Corro~~~~~1.17. Letv~nanda~ssuc~~~t[r,l,#o.~w,-,+, 
E Em and u,_,+, E q. 
Proof. Let [x,]~ * 0. If x, E X0, then 0 f x,5, = un_-s+v(~o)wn_-s+v, 
whence w,, _ s + y E aO. The case x, E X, is implicit in the proof of Lemma 
1.15. 
If T * u and a7 E A, is arbitrary, then 
0 = x,a, = c ~pW~p(aJWp + ~“--s+u(aT)w”--s+v 
p<n-s 
= c yw~p(a,)Wp + %-.9+v(aTh-,+, 
p<n-s 
q E 4 
by Propositions I.12 and 1.13. Hence u~_~+~(u~)w~_~+~ E &. But w,_,+, E 
a0, and therefore ~,,_~+~(a~)= 0 for T = u. n 
hOPOSITION 1.18. For u f s let U,: = (u,,(p Q n-s, U&X,)* 0) Then 
u, c q, and (VI,..., U,} is a partition of {ul,...,u,_s}. 
Proof. According to Proposition I.12 we have # U, = n, - 1. Let up E U, 
nUTand y,~{q,...,ti~ ,..., u,}‘, up(yp)=l. Then 
R 3 XmYp = ~,kJW,~ 
hence wp E @,, n 6TT and therefore u = 7. This shows that {U,, . . . , U’} is a 
partition of {Z(i,...,utL,_,}. 
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Now let up, E U, and r, E OTT for some T * u. Then for ah p < n such that 
x,, E 6?,, we have by Corollary 1.1’7 
whence 
As u,,(q,) * 0, we have URGE a*. If up&x,)* 0, this implies up,= 0, a 
contradiction. Thus up, vanishes on each 6+ with r f u, i.e. up, E 8:. n 
Proof. {Xl,..., x,}G@ is a basis dual to {~,_,+r,...,~s~_~}. Further- 
more {xr,...,xn}C U, d $2, by Corollary 1.16. Hence [x,], * 0 implies x, E 
a,, and each gT, T * u, is spanned by a suitable subset of {xi,. . . , $. . . , r,}. 
Thus u,_,+, E q. n 
Combining Propositions I.12 and 1.13, Corollary 1.17, Proposition 1.18, 
and Lemma 1.19, we immediately obtain the following 
THEOREM 1.20. Let & be a finitedimensional associative and commuta- 
tive k-algebra with unity, and 
its decomposition into local k-algebras 6ZI,. . . ,&. If d? has minimal rank, i.e. 
R( @) = 2 dim 6? - s, then every optimal bilinear algorithm for the multiplica- 
tion in Ct? splits into optimal bilinear algorithms for the multiplications in 
@ r,..., 6TS respectively. 
ConoLLARy 1.21. Let @, aI,. . . , 6Ts be as above. Then & has minimal rank 
if and only if (El,..., 6ZS have minimal rank, i.e. 
R(@a) = 2dimg0 - 1 (u = l,...,s). 
Proof. If @ has minimal rank, then for ah u Q S, R(&,)= 2dirn@,, - 1, 
i.e. R(6T0) is minimal. 
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R(e)< C R(&?.,)=2 C dim&,--s=2dim@-s, 
i.e., R( @) is minimal. 
REMARI( 1.22. One can obtain Corollary I.21 also from results in [l], 
Lemmas 2 and 3, which hold not only for the complexity but also for the rank 
of algebras. 
II. LOCAL ALGEBRAS OF MINIMAL RANK 
In what follows, we assume that k is an infinite perfect field and @ a 
finite-dimensional local k-algebra with maximal ideal m and residue class field 
K = &/m. Since k is perfect, K is a separable extension of k, and hence can 
be embedded in a unique way as a subalgebra into @ such that @ z K @ m 
(Wedderburn-Malcev theorem [3]). 
In this section we keep k, 62, m, and K fixed. Furthermore, let n : = dim, @. 
Then & is of minimal rank iff R(G) = 2n - 1. 
DEFINITION II. 1. We say that @ is almost simply generated (over k) if 
(i) in case dim, K = 1, there exist wi,. . . ,wd E m such that wioj = 0 for all 
i,j<d, i’j, and m=(o,)+ ... + (ad) [as usual, we write (0) for the 
principal ideal @u]; 
(ii) in case dim, K > 1, there exists w E m such that & = K[o]. 
The purpose of this section is to show the following 
THEOREM 11.2. & has minimal rank if and only if 4? is almost simply 
generated. 
We are going to show a series of propositions which finally imply the 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Zf & is almost simply generated, then 67 bus minimal 
rank. 
Proof. First we consider the case dim, K = 1, i.e. K = k. In this case we 
have the decomposition @ = k @ m. Let wl, . . . , ad E m such that wiwj = 0 for 
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alli*j,i,j=l,..., d,and 
m=(q)+ **a +(wd). 
Without loss of generality we can assume that {q, . . . , ad} is linearly indepen- 
dent. 
Now, for all i < d, we have 
(w*)n C 
j<d, j*i 
(Wj)=kwflnI dc, tkuf> 
‘< ( ‘=# 
where 1,: = max{ 11 wf, f O}. Note that the dimension of the intersection above 
is at most one. 
Let q: =dim,(kw”,+ .a* 
assume that {w?,..., 
+ k~j). Without loss of generality we may 
o$) is linearly independent. Therefore, we have 
and we put 
Then 
s, _ 
1 
0 for igq, 
,: - 
1 for q<i<d. 
{ I, o 
2 -8, 
I,..‘, o; , . . . ,a,, . . . , wf’d} (1) 
is a basis of the k-vector space & 
Multiplication in @, 
d 1, - 8, 
a0 + c c “ij4 
i-l j-1 
.E’Pi&) 
where the (Y’S and p ‘s are elements of k, can be 
first LX~/~~, and then d products of polynomials, 
j-1 _ 1 
done as follows: Compute 
1 a0 + C ffijxj . p. + C p,,xj , j=l I\ j- 1 I i=l d, ,***, (3) 
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where X is an indeterminate over k. Using the previous result are&, (3) can be 
computed by one of the well-known interpolation algorithms carrying out 
2(Ij - Si) nonscalar multiplications. Thus the total number of nonscalar multi- 
plications carried out to compute all products of the form (3) is 
1+ 5 2(1,-6,)=2n-1. 
i=l 
When computing (3) we also compute the coefficient yi of X’* in (3). If ai = 1, 
~fi can be written as a k-linear combination of ~2,. . . , LO:: 
& = A J1+ . . . + jj 04 
I 1 1 Q q’ 
Hence taking into account yi~ii = X,y,w:’ + * * * + X,y,w$, we can represent 
the product (2) in the basis (1) using 2n - 1 nonscalar multiplications. This 
implies &Cl?) < 2n - 1. By [l] wehaveR(@)a2n-l;hence@isofminimal 
rank. 
Now we consider the case dim, K > 1. Our aim is to show that then @ is 
isomorphic to an algebra of the form k[X]/,,l,,,,, p E k[X] irreducible, 
which is well known to be of minimal rank. 
Since k is perfect, K is a simple field extension of k, so 
where X is an indeterminate over k and p E k [ X] irreducible. Moreover, since 
& is an almost simply generated local k-algebra with residue class field K, we 
have @ z Wl/,,~,,,,, where Y is an indeterminate over K, and K[Y]/,,,,,, 
= - K. Hence q(Y) is linear, and we may assume without loss of generality that 
q(Y)=Y. Since k[X]/ I 
sidue class field k[ Xl;” (x)) 
is a finite-dimensional local k-algebra with re 
o,Cxjj z K, we can embed K into k[X]/~p~~X~~. This 
embedding gives rise to an isomorphism K[Y]/(,r, --, k[X]/c,lcxjj, sending 
Y +(Y’) to p(X)+(p’(X)). So we finally have 
REMAW 11.4. The last part of the proof of Proposition II.3 shows that in 
case dim, K > 1 an almost simply generated local algebra 6? is already simply 
generated over k: there are a natural number I and an irreducible polynomial 
p E k[X] such that & = k[X]/,,r,,,,. 
From now on we assume that &? has minimal rank, i.e. R(a) = 2n - 1. Let 
(u,, 01, qr * * * , u~,,__~, u~~_~, w~,,_~) be an optimal bilinear algorithm for the 
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multiplication in (3: 
We collect first some preparatory material to which we shall refer later as 
proofs are going on. 
Since @has a unit element, the very same reasoning as in Section I shows 
that we may assume that {Us,. . . ,z+~_~} is a basis of &*. Let {x,, . . . ,x,) be 
the corresponding dual basis of @. Then we have for all v < n 
Since {xi,. . . , x,} is a basis of &, not all of the x,‘s are contained in m. So we 
may assume without loss of generality that x1 P m. Mxl is an automorphism of 
the k-vector space @ because xi is a unit of & This implies that 
&) * 0 forah p<n-1, (6.i) 
(0 i ,..., u,,} and {wi ,..., w,,} are k-bases of &?* and @ respectively. 
(6.ii) 
Let 
s: = #{ W&J < n, w, e m}, 
r: =#{X,p<n,x,em}. 
Since {w,,. ..,w,} and {xi ,..., x,} are bases of @, we have s > 1 and r > 1. 
Our proof of Theorem II.2 will distinguish two cases: 
(i) s=n, and 
(ii) s < n. 
Let s < n. We are going to show that we may assume that w,, E m in this 
case. If w,,ent, there is some a~{l,...,n-1) such that w,,~m. By the 
choice of {xi,..., x,} as the basis dual to (~,,...,~s~_r} and (6) we have 
%+1h) = *. . =u,,_,(x,)=0 and ~&xr)*o. 
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Hence{u,,u,+i,..., us*_ i} is linearly independent. Let r be the permutation 
(an) of (l,..., 2n - l}, written in cycle notation. Then 
b 4) ’ l?x(l) > WV(l) Y * * . P %r(Zn - 1) 9 4(2n - 1) ’ w7r(z71 - 1) ) 
is again an optimal algorithm for the multiplication in &. Let {x;, . . . , xz} C 62 
be the basis dual to {u,,(~), . . . ,u,,~~,,_~~ }. One easily verifies that xl e m and 
that (5) and (6) hold for this new algorithm. Observe that we have q(n) = w,, 
E m. 
Therefore we assume from now on that there is given an optimal bilinear 
algorithm (u,, oi, w i ,..., ~~~-i,u~,-i, w~~-~) and a k-basis {xi,...,x,} of @ 
such that (5) and (6) hold, xi @ m, and, in case s < n, w,, E m. After a 
suitable renumbering of the elements of the algorithm we may assume further 
that 
Xl,..., X,Em, 
WI,...’ w,4m. 
(7) 
Moreover, one can achieve by means of the isotropy group of @ (cf. [5, p. 171) 
that 
w,=l and x,=1. (8) 
This can be done via the transformation 
of &*s&?*@&?. 
Let (Yi,..., y,}~& be the basis dual to (ui,...,q,). We are going to 
identify (yi, . . . , y,) with (w,, . . . , w,). By (5) and (8) we have 
Y, = M,~(Y,) = wn 
and 
Yfl= M,l(YJ = ~pbl>Wp for p=l,...,n-1. 
AsuP(x,)~Ofor~~n-I,wecansCalevl,...,u,,_l againStul,...,q,-i so 
that 
Yp = w B forall p=l,...,n. 
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In particular, putting p = 1, we have by (5), (8) 
X” = %(““)‘t 2h-l+AOwn-l+, (9) 
for all v = 1 ,. . . ,n. Since {xi,.. . , xn} is linearly independent, (9) implies that 
V n-l+v(l)*O for v=2,...,n. Hence we can scale v,,+i,...,~a~_i against 
,..., ws,,_i so that ~~_i+~(l)=l for all v=2 ,..., n. So we obtain from 
and consequently 
xv = %w+ q-l+” (10) 
if” = li? n-1+v for v=2,...,n. (11) 
(Remember that ci: denotes the projection of a to m according to the 
decomposition & = K $ m .) 
More generally, (5) and the fact that {w,, . . . , w,,} is dual to {vi,. . . , v,,} 
implythatforallv=l,...,n 
where l<a<n-1,and 
XYf4 = %-1+Ybn)wn-1+“. 03) 
Multiplying (10) by w, and combining the result with (12), we obtain 
%W% + v”-1+“b4lha-1+” = %W% + %w"-l+" (14) 
for v=2,...,n and a=1 , . . . ,n - 1. Analogously, multiplying (9) by w,, and 
combining the result with (13), we obtain 
wn-1+vbn-l+A%> - -1+v(l)%1= %WWn (15) 
for v=l,...,n. 
This finishes our preliminary remarks. Our notational conventions and 
assumptions on 6t?, (u,, vi, w Ir...r~2n_1,~2n-lr~2n_l)r and rl,...,rn made 
herein will be kept fixed from now on. 
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PROPOSITION 11.5. Let s = n. Then 6? is almost simply generated. 
Proof By s = n we have in particular w,, E m. So we conclude from (15) 
that for v= l,...,n we have 
un-1+vbn> - u,-1+,(1) w, E m iff Ui(X,) =o. 
First we consider the case ui(x,) = 0. ui(x,) = 0 and (5) imply that Mx, is 
singular. Therefore x,z = 0 for some z E 6? \ {O}, whence x, E m. On the 
other hand, U&X,)= 0 and (10) imply x, = w”_i+“. Now (12) shows that 
u,(x,)w, E m for (I = 1,. . . , n - 1. Since w, 4 m by s = n, this implies u,(x,) 
=Oforo=l,...,n-1. Thus 
Therefore ker u,, _ i + y : = {y E @[~,_~+,(y) = O} G m. But then, by 
dimkker u,_ ,+,>n-land@=K@m,wehavedimkK=landkeru,_,+, 
= m . Collecting all this information, we see that ui( x, ) = 0 implies 
W n_l+vm=O and dim,K=l. (16) 
NOW we consider the case ui(x,) * 0. As we have seen at the beginning of 
our proof, Qx,)* 0 implies that u~-~+~(w,,)- ~~_i+~(l)w,, e m. Hence, by 
(15)P 
W n-1+v =%khs%- l+"hJ - %-l+Ywnl - E K b%l* 07) 
At this point we are ready to finish the proof of the proposition. First 
assumedimkK=l,i.e.K=k.Choosewl ,..., w,Emsuchthat{w, ,..., ad-l} 
= {~,,_i+~Iv < n, ul(x,)= 0) and @d = 6,. Then (16) implies wioj= 0 for 
i# j,i,j=l,*.., d. Forarbitraryv<nwehavew,,_,+,~(q,...,~d}incase 
ul(x,) = 0; and for ul(xV) * 0, (17) implies 
Thus from (9) we conclude xi ,..., x, E k[w, ,..., cod], whence @ = k[w, ,..., 
w,], and m=(w,)+ *a* +(wd) follows from tii,‘.‘,WdEm. Hence &? is 
almost simply generated. 
Now assume dim,K > 1. Then, as we have shown, pi* 0 for all 
v < n. Thus (17) implies w,_~+~ E K[C,] for all v G n, and the very same 
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argument as above shows that @ = K [G,]. Putting w: = GJ,, we see that @ is 
almost simply generated in this case too. n 
LEMMAII.~. Lets-en. Then w,, ,..., w,,+,_lEk[w,,]. 
Proof. Let v < r. According to (7) we have x, 4 m. As w,, f 0, (13) 
implies u~_~+~(w~)* 0. Hence u,_ i+Jw,)- on-i+,(l)w, 4 m, for w, E m. 
So we conclude from (15) that 
W n-1+v = ~+&L~+~(w~)- th-l+yWnl -WwJ. n 
COROLLARY 11.7. Let dim, K > 1. Then s = n and & is almost simply 
generated. 
Proof. By Proposition 11.5 it suffices to show s = n. If s < n, then (9), 
Lemma 11.6, and the fact that {xi,. . . , x,}isabasisof@implythat@=k~m, 
which contradicts dim, K > 1. Hence s = n. n 
PROPOSITION 11.8. Let s < n. Then @ i.s almost simply generated. 
Proof. Since s < n, Corollary II.7 implies dim, K = 1, i.e. K = k. We 
subdivide the proof of Proposition II.8 into several facts. 
FACT 1. Let r < v < n. Then w,,G,,_ l+v = 0. 
Proof. If suffices to show v,_ i +J w,) = 0, for then w,$,_ i + y = 0 fol- 
lows from (11) and (13). 
Since z, E m by definition of r, (13) implies ~~_i+~(w~)w~_i+~ E m. So 
we have u,,_~+~(w,,)= 0 in case w,,_~+~ e m. If w,_~+~ E m, then ui(x,)= 0 
by (9); hence w,,__~+” = x,. Thus (13) takes the form 
As w,, E m, this implies ~,_i+~(w,)= 0. n 
FACT 2. Zf s=l, then C,_l+v m = 0 for every r < v G n with w~_~+~ 
6C m. 
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Proof Let r<v<n such that ~,,_i+~@rn, and let 2<a<n-1 be 
arbitrary. Then, by definition of r and s, we have w,, x, E m. We claim that 
u,(x,) = 0. Otherwise (12) implies 
where x,- u,(x,)G m. But then w,=O if ~~_-l+V(wo)=O, and w,,E m if 
%-i+.(%)‘O* S 0 in either case we get a contradiction. 
Since u,(x,) = 0 for u = 2,. . . ,n - 1 we get 
Then ker or G m. For otherwise there exists a unit x E & with ur(x) = 0. But 
then x,x = u,,-l+y(x)w,-,+, 4 m, a contradiction. As in the proof of Prop 
osition 11.5, we conclude that ker ui = m. A similar argument shows that also 
ker%i+, = m. This implies x,m = 0, whence tiJ,_,+,m = 0 by (11). n 
FACT% Ikts~2,andassumethat{w,,+,,...,w2,_,}contain.saunitof 
@. Thenthereexistsw~msuchthatforeveqv~{r+l,...,n} 
wn-1+u E +I if w,-i+” E m, 
W n-1+v w=o if ~,-l+~Em, 
and wnw = 0. 
Proof. Letr<v<n.Sinces>2,wehavew,Pm.Putw:=(~;~)-. 
First we consider the case w,, _ r + y 6L m. Then (14) implies 
Furthermore we have ws- u+i+,,(ws)fO, for wi= 1 and {w,, ws} is 
linearly independent. Thus w,, _ 1 + y 4 m implies us(x,) - ui(x,) t 0, and 
ws 6Z m then implies that the right-hand side and consequently ws - 
2) n_l+v(~Z) are units of &. Hence 
i.e. 
%I-1+v = [&,I- ~l(~“)Iw2[w2- %l+"<%>l -l, 
W n-l+” = [&“> - %Wl[l- %1+"(w2)41 -l E w. W-9 
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Now consider the case w,_ l+V E m. Then ui(x,) = 0 by (9), and therefore 
uz(x,) = 0 by (18). Thus (18) implies 
wn_l+J - %l+v(%hill =oy 
whence w, _ i + ,w = 0. 
To finish the proof, let w,_~+~E{w,,+ ,,..., wa,_i} be a unit of @. 
According to (19) we have 
W n-l+“=(Y(1-/3pw)-1 
for suitable (Y, /? E k \ (O}. Since w is nilpotent, this implies that wn_iiu can 
be written as 
W n-1+u =a+wx, 
where x E &? is a unit. By Fact 1 we have w,,CJ,_ i+” = 0, whence w,,w = 0. n 
FACT 4. Let r<v<n such that w,,_~+~E~. Then w,_,+,m=O if 
%+1(x,)= ... = u,_~(x,)= 0. Otherwise there exists s < u d n - 1 with 
Gx,)*O and k[wn-,+,I = k[wol. 
Proof. Using (ll), we see that x,,wn_l+VE m implies x, = wn_i+V. 
Moreover, we conclude from (12) that u,(x,) = 0 (a = 1,. . . ,s) in this case. 
Hence M,” takes the form 
M,“= c up(xy)y,@wp + u,,....l+v@w,-l+u. 
p=sCl 
If u,+l(x,) = . * * = u,_~(x~) = 0, we then have 
and, by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 11.5, x,m = 0, i.e. 
wn-i+“rrI = 0. 
Now assume that there is some u E {s + 1,. . . , n - l} with u,(x,) f 0. 
Then o,_l+v(~,)fO, f or otherwise x, E m and (12) imply w,, = 0, a con- 
tradiction, As u > s, we have w, 5 m, thus u,_,+,(w,,)*O implies w, - 
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2) ,, _ r + ,( w, ) 4 m. Therefore we can conclude from (14) that 
and consequently k[wn_l+y] c k[w,]. 
Since w,_rcv * 0, (20) implies u,,(x~)- Up* 0. Hence ur(x,)- 
%(%J+ %-r+Y 4 m. Thus, using (14) again, we obtain 
w, = 9-l+y(w~)w,-l+“c~1(~,)- %(~“)+wn-l+J -l Ekbn-,+"I. 
Hence k[w,] c k[w,,_ l+vl ad finally k[d = k[w,-,,,I. 
Now let 
n 
FACT 5. For all a,r~S either k[w,,]=k[w,] or w,w,=O. Moreover, 
w,,w,=O, and if s>,2 and (w,,,.,,...,w~~_~} contains a unit of @, then 
ow, = 0. 
Proof. Let U,TES with k[w,]*k[w,]. Choose r<v<n such that 
w,,_ 1 +” E m and u,(x,) f 0. Then necessarily u,(x,) = 0, for otherwise, by 
Fact 4, k[w,J = k[w,_,+,] = k[w,]. Therefore, by (12), we have 
XP, = %-l+“bJwn-l+“~ (21) 
and xY~w*-l+v E m imply x, = wn-_l+” by (10). Hence (21) implies that 
n,-r+“(w,)= 0, i.e. 
Wn-r+“w7 = 0. (22) 
By Fact 4 we have k[w,_,+,] = k[w,], and by assumption w,, w,,_,+, E m. 
Hence w, = ZW,,_~+~ for some z E k[w,_,+,]. But then 
w~w,=zwn_l+“w,=o by (22)> 
wnwa=zw*_l+vw*=o by Fact 1, 
and,ifs>2and{w n+r,...,wsn-l} contains a unit of @, 
ww, = zw*_l+vw = 0 by Fact 3. 
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Now we are in a position to finish the proof of (11.8). I..& 
I,: = (v(r < v d fl, w,_l+” 4 m}, 
I,: = {vlr < v < n, w~_~+” E m, u,+l(x,) =. . * = t~,_~(x,) = O}, 
13: = {k[r,]la ES}, 
di: =#zi (i = 1,2,3). 
Furthermore, choose T c S such that # T = d, and {/c[w,]~T E T} = I,. Now 
choose w l,...,~dl+dz+da~ m such that 
If s>2and{w,+,,..., wZn_ 1} contains a unit of @, put 
d: =d,+d,+d,+2 and w~_~: =w, tid: =w,,. 
Otherwise put 
d: =d,+d,+d,+l and tid: =w,. 
From Lemma II.6 and Facts 1,2,3,4,5 we conclude now 
wn-_l+v E +l,-dd] for v=l,...,n, 
and hence, by (g), @ = k[w,, . . . ,wd]. 
wiwj = 0 foraU i*j, i,j=l,..., d. 
Since w 1,. . . , ad E m, (i) implies 
m=(‘+)+ “’ +(od). 
6) 
(ii) 
Thus @ is almost simply generated. 
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REMARK 11.9. In Theorem II.2 the implication “R(a) minimal +, 6! 
almost simply generated” is valid for noncommutative local k-algebras too. 
Hence noncommutative local algebras are not of minimal rank. As an example 
we mention the exterior algebra of a k-vector space V of finite dimension 
greater than two. 
III. CONCLUSION 
In this section we discuss some consequences of the main results of the 
previous sections. Let k be an infinite perfect field, and let 8 be a finite- 
dimensional commutative k-algebra. Furthermore let X be an indeterminate 
over k. During this section we keep this terminology fixed. 
THEOREM 111.1. 8 is of minimal rank if and only if 
where the polynomial f E k[X] has no zeros in k, and $3 is a commutative 
k-algebra with the following properties: 
(i) the radical rad?B of ‘33 is a sum of pairwise orthogonal principal ideals, 
(ii) %/,,,,zkx ..- xk. 
Proof. We assume first that there exist a finite-dimensional commutative 
algebra ‘-3 with properties (i), (ii), and a polynomial f E k[Xj without zeros in k 
such that A z k[Xj/W X3. Since k[Xj/W is simply generated, it has minimal 
rank. So it suffices to show that %?I has minimal rank too. 
Let N: =#%(‘?3) be the number of maximal ideals of 3. $8 can be 
decomposed into finitedimensional local k-algebras 53i,. . . , CB3, with maximal 
ideals, say n,,...,n,: %=?B~x ... X%& Since #3n(%)=N and rad?B=n, 
X * 9 . X nhr, we conclude from (ii) that for all v = 1,. . . , N 
Furthermore we see that (i) holds also for %i, . . . , CBw,. All this together implies 
that 53i,...,?B3, are almost simply generated, and hence of minimal rank by 
Theorem 11.2. Thus @ is of minimal rank by Corollary 1.21. 
Now assume that & has minimal rank. Consider a decomposition @ = @i 
X . . . x 6Et of @ into local k-algebras @ with maximal ideals nt, and residue 
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class fields K,: =gT/,,,, (r=l,..., t). Since @ has minimal rank, Corollary 
I.21 implies that also &i, . . . , ttt have minimal rank. 
If dim, K, > 1, Theorem II.2 and Remark II.4 imply that there are a 
natural number Z, and an irreducible polynomial p, E k [ X] such that 
Let 
Without loss of generality we may assume that dim, K, > 1 for r = 1,. . . ,s. 
Since for each cu E k 
we may further assume that the polynomials p,, . . . ,p, are relatively prime. 
Put 
f:=p”i. -a. .p,‘. and ‘$:=@s+lx ... x6& 
Since the p,‘s are all irreducible and nonlinear, f has no zero in k. Further- 
more, by the Chinese remainder theorem, we have 
@ S+l,. . . ,& are all of minimal rank and have residue class field k. So, by 
Theorem 11.2, they all are almost simply generated. Thus there exist w,,i, . . . , 
~~,~,~m~suchthatm,=(w,,,)+ .a. +(w,,d,)ando,,iw,,j=Oforalli#b 
i, j=l ,..., d,. Choosing{w, ,..., 0d}=Usi76t{W7,ill<i~d7), we see that 
(i) holds for $3. Moreover 
‘%/radJ = @s+l/m,+, x . -. x @Jm, I k x . . . x k. 
Finally we have 
REMARK 111.2. For the sake of completeness let us mention that the 
algebras k[Wt~, and $8 in Theorem III.1 are uniquely determined by & up 
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to isomorphy. This follows from the fact that the decomposition of & into local 
algebras is unique up to isomorphy and the ordering of the components [2]. 
Theorem III.1 suggest extending the notion of almost simply generated 
k-algebras, which we have defined only for finite-dimensional local k-algebras, 
to arbitrary finite-dimensional k-algebras: 
DEFINITION 111.3. A finitedimensional k-algebra @ is called almost sim- 
ply generated if 
where 
(i) f E k[X] has no zeros in k, 
(ii) 93 is a finite dimensional k-algebra that satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 
111.1. 
As one easily sees, homomorphic images of almost simply generated 
k-algebras are again almost simply generated. This leads us to the following 
COROLLARY 111.4. 23 omomorphic images of finitedimensional commuta- 
tive kulgebras of minimal rank are again of minimal rank. 
To finish this section we demonstrate how Theorem III.1 and Corollary 
III.4 can be applied to concrete examples of finite-dimensional k-algebras. 
EXAMPLE 111.5. Let h, < h, < . . * < h, c h be natural numbers. Then 
@: = k[X’l,...,X”r]/ 
(k[Xh~,...,xh~]nk[x]xh) 
has minimal rank if and only if h, + h, 2 h. 
Proof. Let &: =Xh~+(k[Xhl ,..., Xhl]nk[x]Xz), X = l,..., 1. & is a 
finite-dimensional local k-algebra with maximal ideal m = ([i)+ . . * + (&) 
and residue class field k. Furthermore, 6? is a graduated k-algebra generated 
by the homogeneous elements tr,. . . , &. Each element a E 62 is a k-linear 
combination of monomials in [i, . . . ,&. If we cancel in this linear combination 
all monomials which represent the zero element of 62, we get a unique 
representation of a. We say that a monomial in 5i,. . . .& appears in the 
representation of a if it appears therein with a nonzero coefficient. 
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Now we are ready to prove the assertion of our example. Assume first that 
h, + h, > h. This implies for all X * CL, A, p = 1,. . . ,1, that h, + h, > h and 
consequently &E, = 0. Hence @ is almost simply generated, i.e. is of minimal 
rank. 
Now consider the case h, + h, < h. Note that h, < h, and h, + h, -C h 
imply 2h, < h. Assume that @ has minimal rank. Then, by Theorem 11.2, 
there exist 0 i ,..., w,~nt such that wiwi=O for all i* j, i,j=l,..., d, and 
m =(oi)+ *** + (ad). Without loss of generality we may assume that 5i 
appears in the representation of oi. 
Let i E (2,. . . ) d}. Then wlwi = 0, h, + h, < h, and 2h, < h imply that 
neither .$i nor .$s appears in the representation of wi. Therefore 
and a moment’s reflection shows that {<r, 5s) is k-linearly independent 
modulo 4. 
Now consider the k-algebra a/$. Obviously @/g is a null algebra over k. 
Since [I + 4 and 5s + 4 are linearly independent elements of @/9, we have 
dim, &/$ > 2. On the other hand, a/, is generated by wi + $, and hence 
simply generated. As wi E Cl, this implies dim, &/? < 2, a contradiction. n 
REMARK 111.6. A special case of the example considered above is the 
algebra 
@: = k [X2, X31/C,[,2,x31 nk,x)xh). 
@ is the algebra of polynomials of degree < h without linear term. Its rank is 
not minimal for h 2 6. 
EXAMPLE 111.7. Let & be a rid algebra over k, and let K be a finite 
simple field extension of k with dim, K > 1. Then K @ k @ bus minimal rank if 
and only if dim, @ < 2. 
Proof. First assume dim, @ < 2. Then & is a simply generated k-algebra. 
Therefore K 8, & is a simply generated K-algebra. Moreover, K 0, @, consid- 
ered as a k-algebra, is local. Thus, K Q k & is almost simply generated, and, by 
Theorem 11.2, K@, d? has minimal rank. 
Now assume that dim, @ > 2. Then K 8, @ is a null algebra over K with 
dim,( K 8,6?) > 2. This implies that K ak 8, is not simply generated over K. 
On the other hand, the k-algebra K @ k & is local. Therefore, by Theorem 
11.2, the rank of & is not minimal. w 
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EXAMPLE 111.8. Let @ and $8 be finitedimensional commutative k-alge- 
bms such that 
(i) R(@) is not minimal, 
(ii) %/rad9 z k x . . . x k. 
Then the rank of &@, 93 is not minimal. 
Proof. The k-algebra epimorphism ‘33 + %3/rad J induces a k-algebra epi- 
morphism 
where gx’ denotes the Z-fold direct product of @. If & @k ??I has minimal rank, 
then alsO @Xdima/radlh b y Corollary 111.4. Hence & has minimal rank by 
Corollary 1.21, a contradiction. n 
Let Y be a new indeterminate over k. 
EXAMPLE 111.9. Zf f E k[Y] has all its zeros in k, then 
e: = k[X2, x3,yl/(k[x2,x3, nk[X]X",f(Y)) 
has not minimal rank if h >, 6. 
Proof. Obviously e z & 8 k 3, where 
@ = k[X2,X31/(k[x2,x3]nk[x]xh) and $8 = k[Yl/(f(~,,* 
Now, as f splits into linear factors over k, we have %/rad9 G k X . . . X k, and 
as R(a) is not minimal for h > 6, the results follow from 111.8. W 
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